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ABSTRACT 
Let (Xz),“=, be a V-uniformly ergodic Markov chain on a general state space, and let K be its sta- 
tionary distribution. For g : X - R, define 
It is shown that if jgl 5 V”” for a positive integer n. then E, IVk (g)” converges to the n-th moment of 
a normal random variable with expectation 0 and variance 
7,; := T(,$) - 7T(g)2 + 5 (I g(s)E,dX,) - 4d2 ,=I > 
This extends the existing Markov-chain central limit theorems, according to which expectations of 
bounded functionals of Wk(g) converge. 
We also derive nonasymptotic bounds for the error in approximating the moments of Wk(g) by 
the normal moments. These yield easy bounds of all feasible polynomial orders, and exponential 
bounds as well under some circumstances, for the probabilities of large deviations by the empirical 
measure along the Markov chain path X,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The problem 
Consider an ergodic, Harris recurrent Markov chain (X;)z, with state space 
X. The average 
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of a bounded function g : X -+ R along a path converges to the expectation 
r(g) with respect to the stationary distribution, as long as 7r(lg]) is finite. If the 
chain is strongly mixing, and n(g*) is finite, these averages satisfy a central limit 
theorem, in that 
Wkk) := k’/2(Sk(g) - 7+r)) 
converges to a normal random variable with expectation 0 and variance 
(1) 7; := r(g2) - +)2 + E (/&)&s(q) - a(s)‘). 
j=l 
E. Bolthausen [Bol82] has shown that the error in this normal approximation is 
on the order of k-l/*. 
There are two directions in which one might hope to improve this result. 
First, this is only a weak-convergence result, telling us about the maximum 
difference between the distribution functions of Wk(g) and the normal variable. 
It tells us nothing about how the tails of Wk(g) fall off, nor does it offer any 
bounds on the moments of Wk(g) of order greater than 2; indeed the very ex- 
istence of these moments remains uncertain. This is an essential problem when 
we seek to bound the large-deviation probabilities for Sk(g). 
A related weakness is that this convergence rate assumes that the chain starts 
in its stationary distribution. It is thus less useful for infinite state-space chains 
in which the convergence to stationarity is not uniform. The chain may be ex- 
ponentially mixing, in that covariances fall off exponentially between a n-typi- 
cal starting point and the location at time i, but there may still be n-small sets 
where the process dallies a very long time when once started there. The excep- 
tional starting point will then make itself felt particularly strongly in the em- 
pirical average Sk. For example, suppose Xi were a random walk on Z with drift 
toward 0 (Pr,,Y+ 1 = p and P,x,,_ 1 = 1 - p for x > 1, while P,,,_ 1 = p and 
P,Y,, + 1 = 1 -p for x 5 -1, and Po._i = Po.1 = i; with p < i), and g(x) = x: 
When Xj is very large, X,+1 is large as well, and it takes on average 
(1 - 2~)~’ 1x01 steps before it even reaches 0 for the first time. 
In order to control the dependence of convergence rates on the starting 
point, we impose a mixing condition stronger than exponential mixing’, but 
weaker than uniform ergodicity. As described by S. Meyn and R. Tweedie 
[MT93], a Markov chain X,, on the state space X is V-uniformly ergodic, for 
V: X + [l,cc), if 
‘We follow Bolthausen and others in calling a Markov chain ‘exponentially mixing’ if there are 
positive c and y such that E,[g(&)g(X,)] 5 c exp{ -m} for every n, for all functions g : X + [- 1, I] 
such that x(g) = 0. S. Meyn has pointed out in a private communication that other definitions of 
exponential mixing are common in the engineering literature. 
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(2) 1 E~[g(~)] J supsup- - - g dTr t-~ O, 
g V(x )  
where the first supremum is over measurable functions g : A" --+ R such that 
Igl-< v. In our simple example above, the chain is V-uniformly ergodic for 
V(x) = e ~lxl, where 0 < A < log(p 1 _ 1). (This line of investigation arose from 
the appearance of moment bounds for such a V-uniformly ergodic Wk(g) in an 
application to iterated function systems in [Ste01].) 
In this paper, we show that when the Markov chain is V-uniformly ergodic, 
and [g - 7r(g)[ <_ V 1/', then the n-th moment of Wk(g) converges to the n-th 
moment of the normal random variable, and for the error we derive bounds 
which are constant multiples of k 1/2V(x). These starting-point-dependent 
bounds allow us, in addition, to extend Bolthausen's result to include the 
starting-point dependence as well: we show that when Ig - 7r(g)l <- vile, for a 
positive ~ > 2, and the process tarts at x, the error in estimating Wk(g) by a 
normal random variable is no larger than order k -~/(2~ + 21 V(x) (up to loga- 
rithmic terms). We do not know whether this rate is the best possible. 
Just recently, S. Meyn and S. Balaji [BM00] and S. Meyn and I. Kontoyian- 
nis[MK] have proved results which may loosely be summarized as 
~ k, 
together with a recipe for computing f~ and A(a). This goes beyond a complete 
solution to the classical large-deviations problem for Sk, but there are features 
which make this version less than ideal for many purposes. First, as with the 
central imit theorem, this is an asymptotic result, providing no bounds on the 
large-deviation probabilities for any individual finite k. Second, the computa- 
tions are not always feasible. The function f~ is determined implicitly as the 
solution of a multiplicative version of the Poisson equation; once we havef~, it 
defines a second implicit equation for A(c~), involving expectations with respect 
to a stopping time for the Markov chain. Even whether A(c~) is zero need not be 
obvious. Finally, even when everything has been computed, the theorem may 
leave us with empty hands if A(a) really is 0. The large-deviation probabilities 
may still go to 0 with k, but more slowly than any exponential function. In 
particular, we may want to consider partial sums of functions g which do not 
have exponential moments at all, so  7r(e c~g) is infinite for all c~, but where 7r(g n) 
is still finite for some n. In such a case we cannot hope to have large-deviation 
probabilities with exponentially declining tails, but we can still have tails fall- 
ing like 
v{lsk(g ) - 7r(g)[ > AI} < ck-n/2A ~. 
1.2. Notation 
Throughout, (X~)i% 0 will be a ~-irreducible aperiodic Markov chain on the 
state space A ~, and V : 2( -~ [1, ~)  a function such that Xi is V-uniformly er- 
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godic. The distribution of Xi conditioned on X0 = x will be denoted P~, and the 
stationary distribution will be 7r. 
By Theorem 16.0.1 of [MT93] there are constants R _> 1 and p < 1 such that 
for all i E {0, 1,. . .}, all x c 2(, and all g : 2( ~ R with Ig] -< V, 
(3) P!,(g) - _< R#V(x). 
We define R, := max{R, 7r(V)}. 
We will use the combinatorialist notation (2n - 1)!! = (2n - 1 ) (2n - 3) . . -  3- 1. 
The variance 7g 2 is the limit of the variances of the random variables Wk, start- 
ing from the stationary distribution, which we write as 
(4) ~,2g(k) =Tr(g2) -Tr(g)2+ ~l  2 (k - i )  (lg(x)P~(g)Tr(dx) -zr(g)2 ) 
i=1  k 
This may be written alternatively as 
(5)  g(k) = + 
i=1  k 
where Ti (g) : 2( --, ~ is defined by 
(6) T,. (g) (x) := (g(x) - 7r(g))Ex [g(Xi) - 7r(g)]. 
Usually it will be apparent from context which function g is meant, and then 
the superscript (g) will be dropped. 
1.3. The results 
Theorem 1. Suppose g : 2( ~ ~ satisfies Ig - 7r(g)[ < cVl/n for an integer n > 2. 
Then for all starting states x E 2(, the moments Ex [Wk(g) ~] converge to the cor- 
responding moments of a Gaussian random variable with expectation 0 and var- 
iance "~ff ,"that is, Jor all positive n, 
(7) lim E,[Wk(g) 2~+1] = 0, and 
k ~ ~c 
(8) lim Ex[Wk(g) 2hI = (2n-  1)!!(72) n. 
k ---+ pc 
Furthermore, there are positive constants r, r t < 1 and C, C ~, depending only on p 
and R., suck that the error terms are bounded by 
n(2n), (l  +~)  V(x), and (9) E~Wk(g)2n-(Zn-1)!!(~/2g) n < k lC (c r )2" ( -~ !  
(10) E~Wk(g)2n+ 1 _< k-1/2C'(cr')2n+| (2n+n! 1)! (1 + ~)  V(x), 
when Ig -  7r(g)] is bounded by cV 1/(2") or cV l/(2n+l) respectively. Explicit ex- 
pressions for the errors are given in (42) and (43). 
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Corollary 1. If there is a positive c such that Ig(x) - r(g)1 5 c for all x, then for 
any X < l/c(r V r’), all k > 1, andallx E X, 
(11) 
< k-1/2 v(~) 
[ 
C,Xek’)’ + k-1/2Ce@d’ 
+k-t “’ 
1 - (Xcr’)2 
+k-‘1’ ’ 
1 - (Xcr)2 1 ’
where X is a standard normal variable 
Corollary 2. Suppose g : X + [w satisjes )g - r(g)1 < cV1/2n for some positive 
integer rt. Then there are constants M,:, such that for all starting states x E X, all 
k > 2, and all measurable functions $ : 5% + R, 
(12) jE.4WgN - WXl~ I M,T/M, W(&)-‘7’i2n+“. 
where 11$ll is the total variation of 1c, and X is a standard normal variable. 
Iflg - r(g)1 . b 1s ounded by a constant c, then the bound can be strengthened to 
(13) /E_&( Wk(g)) - E+(X)1 5 L*/\$J// V(x)kP”’ log3” k. 
The constants M,* and L* aregiven in (51) and (52) respectively. These expressions 
involve, in addition to c, p, and R,, an as yet undeterminedparameter p, defined in 
(44), which is the uncomputed constant that appears in the Berry-Esseen theorem 
for strongly mixing Markov chains. 
Corollary 3. If there is a numberp E [0, 1) andpositive c such that 
[g(x) - r(g)1 I c(log V(x))” 
for all x, then for any positive q < I/( 1 + p), any positive A, and any positive r, 
(14) 
s;p V(-~)P1~E.Yexp{~l I+‘&)?} - Eexp{,$,X[‘} 
= 0 logP’k : 
( > 
where X is a standard normal variable. 
1.4. Remarks on exponential functions 
The statement of Corollary 3 may seem unnecessarily timid. In one sense, this 
is true: the rate log-’ k is certainly not optimal, but could probably be improved 
if the interpolation between integer moments were more cleverly finessed. But a 
more significant question suggests itself: if lgl 5 cV’/’ implies that EWk(g)‘* 
converges to EXn, where X is normal, then should not Eexp{X Wk(g)} con- 
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verge to E exp{ XX} when lgJ 5 c log V, at least for X sufficiently small? A simple 
example makes clear why this cannot be the case in general. 
Consider the random walk drifting toward 0, mentioned earlier, with out- 
ward probability p < i, inward 1 -p. As already mentioned, this is V-uni- 
formly ergodic for an exponential function V(x) = exX, so we may take g(x) = 
x. The stationary distribution is a constant times (p/(1 -p))lk’ for k # 0, and 
rr(g) = 0 (when g(x) = x). If we take any positive number X, 
E eXXl = exx 
EXeX”, = ,xX 
peX+ (1 -p)e-A forx> 1, 
&exX, -1 x i 
pe-A + (1 - p)eX I for x 5 -1, and 
- ?e +$_ePX. 
Defining rx := pe’ + (1 - p)ePX, we have then 
E,eXX1 > rxe xx . 
If we look at two consecutive steps, 
E, [exp{ X(X, + X2)}] = E, [exx1Ex,eXX2] > rAEs [e2xX1] > rie2”. 
Extending this to larger sums, we get for any k, 
E,eAWk(R) > r;ex+ 
The crucial point here is that the exponent grows with k. No matter what X is, 
eventually exfi will exceed (1 - p)/p, which means that 
s 
E,eXWk(g)r(dx) 
is infinite for k sufficiently large. Convergence of EXeXWk(g) is impossible. 
2. SOME TECHNICALITIES ABOUT EXPECTATIONS OF PRODUCTS 
Lemma 1. For CII E [0, l] and p E R, suppose Ig(x) - /JI I cV(x)“fir all x E X. 
Then for any nonnegative integer k, 
(15) 1 p(g) - r(g)1 5 2cmak V(xY 
(16) 1 Tk( x 11 < - 2c2R”/Pk V(X)~O + ID - r(g)[ 2cR”pak V(x)‘“. 
Zf (Y 5 f, then 
(17) IT( 5 2c2R”pak~(V) 
20 
and 
(18) 
2 < 4c2R”7r( V)2, 
rg - n(1 -p) 
Zf al, ~22,. . , a, are nonnegative numbers with a := ~1 + ~2 + . f + a, 5 1, and 
gligz,‘.., g,, arefunctionsfrom X to [w+ with gk 5 V”k; then for ollx E X and all 
indices 0 5 il < i2 < . < i,, 
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(19) /E-x [fi, 4 1 I (X W)“. 
Proof. By the Hahn decomposition theorem (Proposition 11.21 of [Roy68]) 
there is a measurable subset A of X, such that the signed measure P.t - T is 
positive on A and negative on the complement of A; the absolute-value measure 
is defined by 1 P,k - n\(g) = (Pt - n)(gh), w ere h = 2 1~ - 1. By Jensen’s in- h 
equality, when lip,” - ~11 := (P,” - r)(h) # 0, 
lP,k(g) - 4g)l = IKP,” - r)(g - P)I 
Iv-$ - rl 
= IIP.! - 4 ((lg - PI”“)“) . Ilff - 741 
< c”ry llP_$ - 7rlI ( 
lP-! - 4 (V))“.iip,” - Tl( 
< 21-“clP_;(hV) - +V)(“. 
Thus the bound (3) gives us (15). Multiplying by ]g(x) - PI + ]/II - n(g)] then 
yields (16). To bound r(Tk), we write 
IrQk) I = lT((S - 7.w) (P,“(g) - M) 1 
5 lr(k - 0) (P,kk~ - Ml) ( + j (P - ~O)+m - w)~ 
< lT(cv(x)n 2cR”pV(.r)“) 1 + 0: 
from which (17) follows directly. We then have 
5 z2 R%( V)‘aa(l - p). 
For each !, by (3) 
< T(V) + R/I” V(x) 
< 2R, V(x). 
The result (19) then follows by an application of Holder’s inequality. 0 
A simple extension of Lemma 1 is 
Lemma2. Letg,h:X-+F?andf:X’+’ + [w be any measurable functions, 
n(g) = 0. Suppose there are positive constants cf,cR, cl, and pf, cyg, CYI, 
q + 2cxq + CYI, I 1, such that for all x in X, 
with 
with 
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Id4 L Qwag> 
Ih(x) 1 I c/l V(,qh) and 
px[f(~O,X,~~~ ,&)I I cfv(xp. 
Then there is afunction h’ : X + R with /h*(x)/ < Y(x)~~+~~~ for all x, such that 
,foranyi,jandewithO<i<j<C 
Iw-(X0> Xl 3 . . . , ~i)s(~>s(&>h(~o)l 
(20) I 2c;ch.pa + 2~1, 
( 
&ax + m)(j - i) + &a8 + ah)V -A 
> 
x E,[f(Xo, XI,. . ‘1 xi)h*(J’~)l. 
Proof. Define 
h’(x) := I’-j(gh) - n(gh), and 
h”(x) := E,~[g(Xi-i)g(Xe-i)h(~-i)l. 
By Lemma 1 with /3 = 0, 
lp~-‘(g)l 5 2c,R”g+“hy(x)ag+nhp(ap+ah)(i-i), and 
Note that in the first line we have applied the lemma with (Y = as + Crh instead 
of cyg. Either one would satisfy the conditions, but our goal is to make the ex- 
ponents of V(x) as small as possible, and the exponents of p as large as possible, 
which leads us to get the same exponents for both terms. Thus 
Ih”(x) 1= IEx [g(xj- i) (r(gh) + h’(Xj- i))] 1 
I CgCh7r( V)“” +crh IPi-‘(d + %'(lgh'I) 
Equation (20) holds then with 
h* = h”/(2Ri”X+2”h~~CI,~(P(14+rrh)(j-i) + p(ar+ah)(Y-j))). 0 
This leads us finally to 
Lemma 3. Let g and h be given as in Lemma 2. Then for any integers 0 2 
il 5 i2 5 ... < izn, 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1 this is just the statement is just 
Lemma 2, with f s 1 and i = 0. Suppose now that (21) holds up to n - 1. We 
apply Lemma 2 withf (x0,. . , G,!_~) = g(q) . . .g(xiz,,_2): 
E.y[dXi,). .g(XiZ,,~z)g(Xi2,i~I)g(Xiz,)h(Xiz~)] 
< 2pn + 23 2 
- * 
c fh 
( 
p(~fi+3t)(h ~ b- I) + p(~,q+~h)(~2t~~ I ~4 21 
X E.~,g(c,,(x,,,,~,,h*~X;,,ljl- 
> 
where Ih*(x)l < V(X)~“+‘~,. Applying the induction hypothesis, 
E, [g(xiI )(xiz,_z)g(xi~~_ 1 )g(Xt~,,)h(Xi>,,)] 
< 2R2”,qf2Wic+h 
( 
p(Np+(Yh)(;?,~-ii2n-lI) + p(“Cf’Yn)(““~l-‘2”-‘) 
> 
x2 * 
n- 1 R(2”‘-3,,+ I)n,+ (2+2)(CIh +2np),~-2 v(_42(“- I)o,+% +2a, 
which reduces precisely to (21). 0 
The right side of (21) includes a sum of 2” terms, each of which is a power of p. 
The powers can be written in the form CiL, qp(ip - it-l), where the nf are 
nonnegative, and exactly 12 of them are zero. These will need to be summed over 
all possible choices of (il i . . . , iz,,) with 0 < it < . . . izn 5 k - 1. 
Lemma 4. Choose any nonnegative numbers r/t, for 1 5 e < N. Let s be the num- 
ber of these rp which are nonzero. Then for any x E (0, l), 
Proof. The proof is by induction on s. For s = 0 the summand is 1, so the sum is 
simply the number of possible choices of (ir , . . . i iN) with 0 < ir < i2 < . . . 5 
iN < k - 1. By a standard combinatorial argument this is found to be (“‘,“-‘). 
Suppose now the lemma to be true for s - 1. Since s 2 1, there is some e such 
that qg > 0. We find the largest such, and begin by summing over the index it. 
This index is free to range from if_ 1 up to k - 1, and the sum can only increase 
if the upper limit is removed, allowing the summation to extend up to M, and if 
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the lower limit is relaxed on ip+ 1 (when ! is not already 2n), permitting that in- 
dex to range down to it_ 1. The summand is x 7jr(ie picml), times terms which do 
not depend on it. Summing over it yields (1 - xQ_‘, and the sum that remains 
has one fewer index and one fewer nonzero 7. Thus the induction hypothesis 
may be applied to this remnant, proving the first part of the inequality. 
The binomial coefficient is a polynomial of degree N - s in k, with leading 
coefficient l/(N - s)! and all other coefficients positive. The total of all the 
coefficients, found by setting k = 1, is 1, so the sum of all the remaining terms is 
no more than kNes-‘. 0 
3. COMBINATORICS OF PAIRINGS 
Apairingof[2n]:={1,2,...,2 }’ n is a set of unordered pairs fi, k} c [2n], such 
that eachj E [2n] appears in exactly one pair. Pairings are a device for grouping 
different ways of ordering a multiindex (il, i2,. . . , i,*). A pairing may also be 
thought of as a self-inverse bijection from [2n] to itself, defining I to be the 
unique element k E [2n] such that {j, k} E 0. 
To any ordered multiset of integers I = (il, i2, , &) we associate a pairing 
as follows: Let sp be the rank that it has when the sequence is put in order; that 
is, 
sE := #{j E [2n] : ij < it} + #{j E [l] : ij = it}. 
(For definiteness, when two terms have the same value, their order is main- 
tained.) Then I is associated to the pairing 
CrI := { {S&,.SZO} : 1 < e < n}. 
We will say that a multiset I = (il, i2,. . . , &,) is matched if 01 is the trivial 
pairing 00 := {{1,2}, {3,4}, . . . , (2~ - 1,2n}}. The sequence is ordered if it < 
i2 5 . 5 i2,. An ordered sequence is said to have an overlappingpair if there is 
some evenj such that 4 = ij+ 1. 
As an illustration, when IZ = 4 the multiset (4,4,8,7,9,9,1,2) is matched. 
The sequence I = (5,3,2,7! 5,1,8,9), on the other hand, has matching CI = 
{~3,4~,~2,6>,~1,5>1~7,8)). 
This definition is adapted to the equation (30). There we have a sum over all 
multiindices I = (ii,. , &), where the summand is .ir(qjZ-i,i) ~.ir(Tp-~~/) . t .
T( TliZn_i2nm, ,). The pairing 01 tells us which places would be paired if the indices 
were first put in order. In the above example, we have the product 
7r( rs _ 3)7r( T7 _ 2)7r( Ts _ i)n( rg _ s). If we order the indices, we get the multiindex 
J = (1,2,3,5,5,7,g, 9), and we need to know that the first term in the product is 
r( Tj,_j,), and so on. This leads us to the definition 
(23) l~lo’i J2, . . . ,.j21*) := is,$$D Ii.7 - q, 
where (ji ) j2,. . . , jzn) is taken to be an ordered multiindex. We can also write 
this as 
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(24) 
271 
I~Io'l>j2,~~ .,j2n) := c yt((T).h, where rk(a) := 
$1 if! > 0(e), 
C=l -1 if e < O(C). 
Let I = (ii,. . , &) be a multiindex with pairing C, and let (ji! . , jzn) be the 
ordered version of I. Then 
Let c be a pairing on [2n]. We associate to o a graph, whose vertices are 
{ 1, . ,2n}, with edges connecting 2j - 1 and 2j, as well as connecting j and k if 
{j, k} E CT. A subset of [2n] well be called o-connected if the corresponding ver- 
tices are connected in the graph, and it will be called a component of the pairing 
if they form a connected component of this graph. 
If A is a a-connected subset of [2n], we can define the restriction of cr to A. The 
elements of A come in pairs, so they can be written as ~1 2 112 5 < 172(, 
where each r/2+ 1 is odd and n/2j = nIj-_ 1 + 1. The restriction 01~ is then defined 
by 
A nearly obvious fact is 
Lemma 5. For uny m with 1 < m 5 2n, the sum Eyr,,, ~,(a) > 0, und the sum is 
equal to 0 if and only ifthe set {m, m + 1) . . . ,2n} is a-connected. 
Proof. We have 
2n 
C -fj(u) = -#{j : m <j < o(j)} + #{j : m L g(j) <j} 
j = m 
+ #{j : u(j) cm Ij}. 
The first two terms cancel each other out. The sum is thus nonnegative, and is 
zero precisely when the last term is zero, that is, when everyj in {m, . . . ! 2~) has 
its o-partner in {m, . . . ,2n} as well. q 
A consequence of this lemma is 
Lemma 6. !f o is any pairing on [2n] with exactly K components and x E (0, l), 
then 
(26) 
Proof. Suppose first that K = 1. By (24), 
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k-l k-l k-l 
c c . . c x14(~l.~2 (..., ha) 
;,=o iz=i, izn=iztim, 
k-l k-l k-l 
= c xYlil . c xY2iz . c X72n& 
iI =O il=il izn=iz,_, 
k-l k-i k-1 
= c x?Iil c x?2i2.. . c 
ii =O iz =i, izn-, =i>._l 
*h-I+Y2n)i2n-I .A. 
Here we have bounded the sum up to k - 1 by an infinite sum. Lemma 5 tells us 
that the sum ?;n + . . . + 72,, is always positive for m > 2. By induction it follows 
then that for all m E [2n] 
k-l k-l k-l 
c c . . . c x14(il.h,....i2~~) 
i, =O i*=il i?, = i2. _ 1 
k-l k-l 
5 (1 _ X)m-2n c x71il . c x~2f2 . . . 
k-l 
c .J-h+-hr~ +...+12,rh, 
i, =o i2 =il IIT, = I,,, - I 
Applying this with m = 1 proves the lemma for /E. = 1. For other values of n we 
break up Ig( into a sum over components, increasing the sum by ignoring the 
ordering of indices when they cross component boundaries. 0 
We will also want to count pairings. Let s(n, K) be the set of pairings on [2n] 
with exactly K components. For convenience, we stipulate that S(0, 0) contains 
one element, the empty pairing, and otherwise that ,S(n, K) is the empty set 
when n or n is 0. 
Lemma 7. For all nonnegative n and K, the number of pairings S(n, K) is 
2”-“c(n, K), where c(n, 6) is thesignless Stirling number of thejirst kind. Itfollows 
that for any positive x, 
(27) 
$, #S(n: 6)~~ = x(x + 2)(x + 4) . . (x + 2n - 2) 
< x’* +n(n - 1)x”-’ + (2n - 1)!!(xUP2 V 1). 
Proof. We claim that #S(n, K) satisfies 
(28) #S(n, K) = #S(n - l> K - 1) + 2(n - I)#S(n - 1, K). 
We define a bijection p between S(n, 6) and (S(n - 1,~) x [2n - 21)~ 
S(n - 1, K - 1) as follows: Suppose ~7 is a pairing on [2n] with PC components. If 
(2n - 1,2n} E o, then /3(o) is just 0 with the component (2n - 1,2n} removed; 
it is in S(n - 1, K. - 1). Otherwise, there are m,m’ E [2n - 21 such that 
(2n - 1, m} and {2n,m’} are in 0. In this case, we define a matching G’ on 
[2n - 21 to be the same pairs as in 0, except that (2n - I,m} and {2n,m’} are 
removed, and {m, m’} is added. The components of 0’ are the same as those of 
~7, except for the removal of 2n - 1 and 2n from one component. Thus 0’ is in 
S(n - 1, K), and we let P(a) = (c’, m). 
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If a~S(n- l,r~- 1) then ,&‘(a) =aU{{n- 1,~)). For (g,m) E 
s(n- 1,K) x [2n-21 we define p-’ (a, m) by finding m’ such that {m, m’} E u, 
removing {m, m’}, and adding in the pairs {m, 2n - 1) and {m’, 2n). 
The recursion E:stirlingrecur implies that c(n, K) := 2Ki-“#S(n, K) satisfies 
c(n,kG) = c(n-l,K- l)+(n- l)c(n- l,K), 
for n, K 2 1, and c(n, 0) = ~(0, K) = 0, except ~(0, 0) = 1. This is the recurrence 
which defines the Stirling numbers. (See, for instance, Lemma 1.3.3 of [Sta86].) 
The equality in (27) follows then from Proposition 1.3.4 of [Sta86]. To derive the 
bound, we note that the monomial x” has coefficient 1, and x”- I has coefficient 
2 + 4 + . + 2(n - 1) = n(n - 1). What remains are terms no bigger than 
x”-I v 1; the total of all the coefficients is found by evaluating the function at 
x = 1, yielding (2n - l)!!. 0 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We consider first the even moments, and write 2n in place of n. We may assume 
without loss of generality that r(g) = 0 and c = 1. 
Let Z = (0, 1, . . . , k - 1}2n, and let 2, be the subset of Z consisting of multi- 
indices whose pairing is C. Remember that the matched multiindices 1, are 
those in which the smallest and second smallest are adjacent, third and fourth, 
and so on. 
For any ordered multiindex Z = (ii, i2, . . . , izn) we define Y(Z) to be the num- 
ber of possible orderings of I, and r*(Z) the number of matched orderings of I. 
If Z has nonoverlapping pairs, and exactly a pairs of identical indices, then 
(1) = q! and Y*(Z) = 2”-On!, 
so r(Z)/r*(Z) = (2n - l)!!. Also, for any multiindex r*(Z) < 2”n!. 
We aim to compare the two expressions 
(29) 
(30) 
E, [ Wk(g)‘“] = k-” “2’ “2’ . jycl Ex [g(xil) . . .g(x;2n)] and 
i, =o i! =o _!I 
k-l k-l k-l 
ri(k)n =k-” C C ‘.. C ~(Tliz-i,I)...~(Tji*~~,-i,“l). 
i, =O iz=O i?, =o 
Note that the terms in W;” are invariant under permutations of the indices. 
The terms in ri(k)n are invariant under permutations which preserve the pair- 
ing. Thus we can rewrite these expressions as 
E,Y[ Wk(g)2n] = kPkc’ ‘2’ . . . ‘2’ r(il:. . i iz,)E_yg(Xi,) .g(X;*,) and 
I, =O iz=if !?,z=iZn-, 
k-l k-l k-l 
~~(k)n=k~“i~,i,~o .‘. C ~*(i~,...,i~n)n(TiZ -il)...~(E2._1 - i2n) 
iz. = izn ~1 
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This allows us to bound the difference 
k”]EX[W&)*“] - (2n - l)!!+(k)“] 
(31) < (2n - l)!! c ~(~liz-i,I)‘..~(~~iz,-,-i?,~) 
(iI>... Q”) EZ\Z,,, 
(32) +CJF(i~,...;i2n)-(2n-l)!!r*(i~,...,i*,)I~(7;~_;,)““7(~jl.~i2n~I) 
(33) +CG,. ..,i2n)IE,g(Xi,)...g(~~Yiz,)-~(~;;.2~i,)...~(~Tiz~~iz,-,)/ 
The sums in (32) and (33) are taken over all (ir, . . . , izn) with 0 I ir I . . < izn. 
4.1. Bounding (31) 
We need to show that the contribution to r:(k)” by unmatched multiindices is 
negligible. By Lemma 1, with a = i, and 6 = Jis, 
LetI= (ir,. . , izn) have pairing 0, with /E components, and let J = (jr,. . . ,jzn) 
be the ordered version of I. Equation (25) tells us that the exponent of j above is 
]g](J). By Stirling’s formula [Fe168], 
&&n+f e-nel/(12n+ 1) 5 II! < ~n”+fe-~e’lu*“) _ 
there are 
(2n)! 
r*(J) 5 2”n! 5 2-“+2&z~ 
n. 
different multiindices I E Z, which all yield the same J when ordered. Thus 
I c 
(i1,...,i2,)EZ, 
~(~2~i,)"'i7(~;,,_I--i?,_)l 
k-1 k-1 k-l 
5 2”n! C C ... c (2&&( q)“plm.... At), 
jl =Ojz=jl j2n =J2n- I 
An application of Lemma 6 yields the bound 
I c 
n(Z>-il)' ’ 
(il....,iz,,) ET, 
.7T(Tf2,i_,-j?n)/ <n!(4&YT(V))‘k”(l -fi)K-2n. 
Using Lemma 7 to sum over all 0 other than the trivial pairing, and the relation 
(34) 1 - PN > Q(L - P), 
which holds for any p, cy E (0, l), we get 
I c 
(i,.....i2n) tZ\I,,, 
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< PI! -(I _ p)-n-1pn+3~*3n/2fi 
(35) - n! 
x (~(n - l)k+ + (1 - p)-‘(2n - l)!!(k V 2(1 - ~)-l)‘-~). 
4.2. Bounding (32) 
We know that Y(I) - (2~ - l)!!y*(Z) = 0, except when I has overlapping pairs. 
Saying that (il , . , iz,,) has overlapping pairs says that i2m = i2,,*+ 1 for some 
m E {1,2,...,n- l}.Thesummandin(32)isboundedby 
where C(“) is the sum over ordered indices (iI,. , i2,?) where izm = i2m+ 1. We 
can apply Lemma 4 to this sum, with x = p, N = 2n - 1, and n of the n’s being 
1, the rest 0. This means that the term (32) is bounded by 
(36) (n - 1)(4v%( V)(l - P)i)“(&kflP1 + (2n)!knp2) 
4.3. Bounding (33) 
Let (il. : i2,T) be any ordered multiindex. We define a sequence of inter- 
polations Yo. Y1, . , Y, between YO := 7r( T;> _ ;,) f . f n( zln _ ;?,,_ ,) and Y,, := 
E, [A%, 1 . . d&,J] by 
(37) Yt :=E.~[g(Xi,)g(Xiz)...g(~iYiz,)]n(T,2,+2~iz,_,)...“(7;:2,,-iZ,~,) 
forl<e<n-l.ForanyeE{1;2....,n}wehave 
]Yl- Y!GI] 
= lE.~[g(X,,)g(X,,)...fi(X,,,-2)(P~ii:i_~~~~~’(~;li~il,~,) -+&_,)$ 
x ~~(~~~_?-i2,~,)~‘.~(~21,-llll_~,)~ 
From Lemma 1 we derive two different estimates for T,,,, one with cy = f, the 
other with cy = (2n - 2t + 1)/2n: 
p&)j I2V%I+)p”“: 
(38) ]K?,(x)] I v(x)“z”]Pc’(g)/ (remember that -ir(g) = 0) 
< 2R(2n-21+1)/2”V(x)(“~G+1)/npm(2n-2r+1)/2n, 
The former will be used for the individual terms r( T,), the latter for the prod- 
uct. If we define 
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h(x) := P~-I-i2p~2(7;:2y_i2(~1) - ?T(Ti*r_i21_,): 
we have, by Lemma 1, using (v = (n - e + 1)/n and the bound (38) 
(h(x)l < 4~2(n~O+l)l”~(‘~‘-‘~~~2)(2n-2e+1)/2n y(,)(“-e+% 
Thus we may apply Lemma 3, with 
ch = 4R2(n-e+i)/flp(2n-2e+i)(i2E-izu~2)/2n,LYh =n -'+ ' 
n 
1 
cg=l, ando,=- 
2n 
Letting 6 = p ‘12”, this gives us 
IY, - Ye-11 5 (2&j)“-’ ( j=e+ 1 
(39) X 2&+IR2e-e2/“+I/n~(X)~(i21-i~f~_2)(2n-2e+I) * 
e-i 
x n p(2np2j+l)(i2,-i2,m~) +ij(2n-2j+l)(i2,-1-i*,-*) 
j=l ( >. 
The term we are seeking to bound is the sum of all ( Y, - Yol over all possible 
ordered multiindices (ir , . . . , iz,). We need to approximate 
x ‘fi* 
( 
fi(2n-2j+l)(iz,-i*i_I) +~(2n-2j+l)(i2,~1-i2,~2) . 
j=l > 
Performing the outer summation (over multiindices) first, we obtain a sum of 
2”-’ terms, each of which may be bounded by an application of Lemma 4: We 
take x = p, N = 2n, s = n + 1, and 
1 
qj = 2 for n - e values of j, 
2n-2e+ 1 
n2e= 7728~1 = 2n , 
! 1 other values: 2n - 2e + 3 2n 2e + - 5 2n- 1 - nonzero 
2n ’ 2n ““’ 2n 
Thus each of the terms is bounded by 
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Applying Stirling’s formula and the estimate 1 - x < edr for x 5 1, we get the 
bound 
Putting this together with the coefficients in (39), and summing over 1 5 e 5 n 
(by simply taking IZ. 2” times the largest term), 
k-l k-l k-l 
(40) < n(2n)!R,25”116(4e)n+2(l - $-‘V(X)( -.--_k”-r + kn-2) (n y l)! 
Assembling (35), (36), and (40), together with (31)-(33), we get 
I&[ Wk(g)2n] - (2n - l)!!Y,z(k)“i 
2 k-‘n2(2n)!R,25”‘y 1 - p)-” - ’ 
(41) x 
+ 22”f’(l - p))‘(1 V2k?(l - p)-1).-2)] 
It only remains to estimate the error arising from the substitution of r;(k) for 
7,‘. Observe that 
Thus 
(2n - I)!!\($)” - 7,2(k)“) I (2n - l)!!l$ - r,2(k)I .y$ ($)j$(k)fi-j- l 
(2n)! 
< k(n - l)! 
.2.4”R”‘2r(V)n(l -$+‘. 
Adding this to (41) gives us 
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IE,B’,2n - (2~ - l)!!y,(k)“l 
(44 
+ k-’ (4e)n+2V(x) + 4” 
( 
+22”+3(1 -&‘(I v2k-‘(1 q~-‘)~-‘)]. 
When similar terms are combined, this reduces directly to (9) 
Now we consider odd powers. Choose any ordered multiindex 
o<it <... 5 izn+l 5 k - 1, and define h(x) := P,$n-lpi2n(g). By Lemma 1, 
l,Ir(X)] 5 2Rl/(*n+I)p(izn+I~;?n)/(*llfl)V(X)1/(2n+’), 
so we may apply Lemma 3 with og = Qh = 1/(2n + 1) to get 
IE.~[g(X,,)...g(X,,~)g(X,Z~+,)]I 
L: IE,[g!X,I)...g(X,I,l)h(X,:~)]/ 
iz,_1)(2n-2j+2)/(2n+l) +p (i2,-Ipi2,_2)(2np2j+2)/(2n+l) 
>. 
Applying Lemma 4 and simplifying the constant factors, we bound this sum 
over all ordered multiindices by 
2”R:+ ’ J/(x)(1 _ p1/i2n+li,~‘,~~ (1 _p(‘““+‘):l*n+l))-l~~+kn-l) 
L (2R,(l -p)-l)n+l&ir;+kn-‘) 
Multiplying this by the (2n + l)! which is the maximum number of ways that 
any collection of indices can be ordered, and dividing by kntt, we get 
(43) & MJ’&)*‘~+ ’ < k- 
l/2 (2n + I)! 
n. I 
(2R,(l - p,‘)*+‘J;;(l +k-‘n!), 
which simplifies directly to (10). 
5. PROOFS OF THE COROLLARIES 
5.1. Proof of Corollary 1 
For any n we have lg - n(g) 1 5 c < c V’i”, so Theorem 1 assures us that 
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+;) +X'"i'-':2C'(cr'j2"+1 
n! 
This reduces directly to (11). 
5.2. Proof of Corollary 2 
We begin by considering the case of g(x) = 1(x I t} for some real number t. 
Define 
wj,k :=$(&?(Kj) +g(q+l) +..‘+g(q+k--i)), 
and let h/(x) := Px{ wk 5 t}. By Theorem 1 of [Bo182], there is a constant p, 
depending on the chain, such that 
(44) 3 := ;;q;~$li1’2j+;) - @(tlyg) 1 
is finite. Since h,k < 1, we also have for every positivej, 
(45) IPi, - 7r(h,k) 1 5 RpW(x). 
Putting these two bounds together, we see that 
(46) IP;(h;) - @(~/y~)l < R&‘(x) + Pk-“‘. 
For any positive E, 
P.r{t - ETg I wj.k L t + EYg) = PClh,F+-,,,I - P:(h,k_,,) 
(47) 
This means that 
IP#;) - h;(x)1 = /PRY{ y,k 5 t> - p.v{ wk < t}l 
5 P{Wj,k < t < Wk} +P{Wk < t < Wj,k} 
I P{Iwk - Wj,kl 2 erg> +P{w~.k E It- E’Yg,t+ ~~gl} 
“2/ W0.j - Wk,jI > ~?g} f 2(6 + RP’Y(X) + /3k-“2) 
k Ii2 
}+p{wk.j++) > 
+ 2(e + R&‘(x) + Okd’). 
Suppose that lg - T(g)\ < cV”/~‘. By Theorem 1, defining M,, := sup.,, supk 
V(x))‘E,I w#“, 
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M, I c2”((2n - l)!!($)” + 2Cr2”(2n)!) 
(48) 
5 (2n)!c2” 
It follows that 
(49) IPL@,k) - qYx)I I M,[(l + &V(x) + dV1 (q (;)2n 
+ 2~ + 2 (Rpi V(x) + pk-‘/*). 
Putting this together with (46), for any positive E and nonnegative integerj, 
“;P I@(f/‘?,> - p{ wk 5 t>l < IP$(h,k) - Q’(t))1 + jp;(hf) - h,!(X)/ 
(50) 
< Mn[(l +Rp’)Y(x)+n(V)]($(?)2ii 
f 2~ + 3 (Rpj V(x) + /3k-‘I’). 
We choose 
This bound then becomes 
SUP I@@/?‘g) - p{ wk 5 f>l f 
L .wt(l + 2R*) V(x) (&-$+2) (~)~ni’2*+“+(~+~)k-‘:2, 
which simplifies to (12), with 
(51) 
2 n 
M,’ = A&(1 + 2R*) ~ 
( ) -l%P 
+2+3R+@. 
P 
IfIg-4g)l b is ounded by a constant, then by Corollary 1, 
LX := sup sup V(x)-‘E, exlwki 
I k 
is finite for any A < l/c(r v r’). (The value of L,!, depends on c.) We keep the 
value of j from above, but now choose 
E = A-’ &( - log p)-1’2k-‘/2 log3’* k. 
This yields 
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< Lx( 1 + 2R,) V(x) exp{ -; (k/j)1/2} + 2~ + 3 (Rpj V(x) + bk-‘“?) 
< L,( 1 + 2R,) V(X)~-“~ + 2&X-‘( - lc~gp)-“~k~‘~~ log3i2 k 
which simplifies to (13), with 
(52) L’ = O<Xf:fl,(r”r,){Lh + 2v5x-‘(- logp)-1’2 + F + P). 
Now consider any measurable function $ with bounded linear variation. If $ is 
a step function, written in the form 
N 
Icl(f) = a0 + c ail{,<,,}, 
i=l 
then for X a standard normal random variable, 
IE.?.h,(Wkk)) - JW,(~J)I I (;$, bi() SUP Ip{wkk) 5 t> - @(+~g)l. f 
Since any $J may be uniformly approximated arbitrarily closely by step func- 
tions with C lail 5 i]$II, the result follows. 
5.3. Proof of Corollary 3 
Let $(t) and G(t) be the standard normal density and distribution function. For 
any positive o and any positive 6, 
iE-[I Wk(g)lnl - Ehxl”ll 
(53) < 1E.d W&T)? A h&T1 - ~,“W-I” A b”ll 
+ &[(I W&)l” - (r&Y)+1 + r; K[(lW’ - W+l 
By the standard approximation [Fe168, LemmaVII.1.21 1 - Q(z) < z-‘4(z), the 
final normal expectation is bounded by 
(54) y;? c~z^-~c$(z)dz I Aa”d”~2)+2(b v l)“qj(b), 
h 
where A and a are constants independent of o and k. 
Now, for any positive integer II, 
lg(x) - r(g)\ 5 c lokf V(x) I c - ( > k)P * qx)l/2” e 
The function lzla A b” has total variation bounded by 2b”, so we can apply (12) 
to bound the first term in (53) by 
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where MT is given by (51). The second term on the right in (53) is bounded by 
We take 
2v 
Z-2tldZ 
2n-a . 
Putting all these estimates together, and using the bound (48), we find constants 
A’, a’, depending only on the Markov chain and r, such that for all o > 1, 
(55) 
WIE,ll ~kkrl - Eilaxl”lJ 
< A ‘(a’)O [cu”/2b^ePb2/’ + b” 
( > 
& 
PI/3 
+,(a+dP+I)b-V 1 
Observe that for any number X and s E (0, l), letting A’ = Xe’-$, and applying 
the Stirling approximation, 
XI j! 
00 X.ij(l-S)i < E (x')j 
j=O -j=O (jr)" 
5 E (x')jlsjJ!-' 
j=O 
< [s-l] (A’)‘-‘e” 
For any positive A, 
5 A’5 (ay$ [yi:2y’e-b2/2 + (k/logk)-1/3b4i +jdj++f’+ l)b-r”] 
j=O 
< A" L b2d(2-deY'bq-h2/2 + (k/logk)-1/3e~'bY +Bb+f' 1 , 
where A”, a”, y’, B, X’ are constants which depend on p, q, r, and A, as well as 
the Markov chain, since q(p + 1) < 1. If b = (G-l logk)‘jq, where E < 3, then 
this bound becomes O(log-‘k) for large k. 
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